The first weekend in May, the arena of
Axevalla outside Skara in Sweden, were
filled up with fresh cattle and 16 cutters
who wanted to learn more about cutting
and especially about the necessity to work
as a team. Except for the actual rider, the
herdholders and turnbacks has to know
exactly what to do to help the rider get the
best go.The clinic at Axevalla could not got
better. All the riders were very pleased,
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Josh & Amy King
- in Sweden for a ”team clinic”

16 riders attended the ”team clinic” at Axevalla with Josh and Amy King. They came from all over Scandinavia.

Josh helping Ulf Tullberg with the ques.

From left, Josh King, the back of Torbjörn Johansson (we believe), Michael Kalén, Martin Langels and Göran Lindström

Arild from Norway need his turnback.

J

osh and Amy King is in Sweden for their second
time. The first clinic they held was such a success
for the Scandinavian cutters so Michael Kalén responsible for the clinic, invited the King couple back
to Sweden for a second one. CowSense.se got a short
interview with Michael Kalén after the second almost
even more successful clinic with Josh and Amy King.
When we are asking why Michael choosed to invite King’s the answer is simple, but not short. First
of all they are really good on what they are doing.
Both of them ride, train and compete in cutting. They
are, upon that, both educated NCHA-judges, Amy is
a AAA-judge and Josh are a AAAA-judge and he is
also a board member of the NCHA Judges Committee. And even though it doesn’t say much about their
own scills, but still it is a fantastic detail to tell, Amys
grandfather is none other than Buster Welsh. And

maybe that also puts a perspective to Josh and Amys
heritage and choice of work and life.
The clinic
The choice of arena for this clinic were easy to make. An
almost outstanding offer with uncountable numbers of
cattle and panels at the spot, made it a pleasure to choose
Axevalla. Part from that it’s also situated in the middle
of it all. Attenders of the clinic came from all places in
Sweden and even from Norway. The team focus of the
clinic attracted of course most of all the ones who has
intension of competing upcoming season, but Michael
clearifying that this wasn’t the main goal with the clinic.
Everyone was invited either you are in the middle, the
end or in the beginning of your career as a cutter. And
four of the attenders of the clinic were only there to learn
about herdholding and turnbacking.

Another success
The clinic at Axevalla could not got better. All the riders were very pleased, the cattle were extremly fresh
and many and Josh and Amy worked well with different parts and different riders to put togheter a perfect
team for a good go at the cutting arena. As any other
good trainers they set the level for degree of difficulty
for each rider so everyone could get the most out of
the clinic.
Michael who is responsible for arranging clinics in
the name of NCHA of Scandinavia was really happy
about how it all worked out, greatful for all the knowledge Josh and Amy delivered and thankful to all the
riders who really worked hard togheter, before, during
and after the clinic.
Each and everyone with the same goal, to put Scandinavia on the map of good cutters.

Josh and Amy explaning some fundementals.

